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SUMMARY PAGE

Ti9(PROSLEM

Dosimetry, as a subset of research In electromagnetic (IM) bloeffects,
has mode such rapid progress during the last decade that many scientific
Investigators are unaware of the present state-of-art. As a result, Inade-
quate utilization of awaliable technology Is seen In much research currently
In progress. Such research, conducted in the absonce of sound dosimetry
design, lacks credibility. This study provides a usable orientation in

present and future dosimetric technology through a documentation of the
swift progress In this area since 1969. The Information contained in this
report can assist researchers in making full use of the latest dosimetric
techniques and devices to quantitatively establish the existence of observed
effects.

FINOINGS

The rapld pace of research in electromgnetic absorption in biological
systems was stimulated by the Intent of many workers to deveolp a quantita-
tive basis for the evaluation of bloeffects. In the United States, Close
coupling was established and maintalned among theoreticians, empiriclsts,
and Instrumentation specialists to propel basic knowledge of plane-wave
absorption from crude one-dilmensional tissue analysis to realistic computer-
derived human models. At times theory was leading experiment; while at
other times experimental results lead the way. Progress In absorption and
dosimetry Is still urderway, and higher degrees of resolution are needed.
The elaborate, man-slzed computer models are still rather gross genera li-
tions of the actual human, and many of the current experimental results ore
hased on the use of scaled, simplified models. The problem of near-field

xposure Is, moreover, Just beginning to be addresed. A beneficial side
effect of the vigorous activity within the realm of EM dosimetrv has been
the advent of Improved analytical tools such as EM compatible temperature
probes and standardized powor monitors. These tools can profitably be used
by all investigators In studying IM bloeffects and not only by those working
in dosimetry.

RECOMMENOATIONS

The operaclonal environment of Navy combat platforms Is one of limited
space crowded with apparatus und personnel. Obviously, a compromise must
be achieved as to the exposure of personnel to se entire spectrum of poten-

tie1) biophysical agents, one of which Is electromegnetic (EM) radiation.
The biological effects of such radiation are not all well established, but
they are beginning to yield to systematic lahoratory analysis. The correla-
tion of these recognized effects to safety hazards in the operational
environment depends principda;y on detailed dosimetric analysis of the
laboratory resetrch and of t"e onboard environrent. The study of EM absorp-
tion and dosimetry In man tt refore serves a vital function In the *value-
tion of stresses in and hazards to Wavy personnel. It Is recommended that
a strong proqrom of dosimetry be maintained withln the Navy to determlne
the locus and level of electromagnetic absoration in all personnel who must
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function in proximity to radisting equlpiment under operational conditions.
Such a program would not only contribute to the advancement of knowledge In
dosimetry btt also provide a quantitative basis for the decision of human
safety versus platform effectiveness for EM9 radiation environments.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

Research In electromagnetic (EM) bloefferts Is truly an interdiscipli-
nary, multidiscipllnary field touching a wide spectrum of professions from
engineering to medicine. A typical listing of EM-Inducid effects Includes
central nervous system 'CNS), developmental, physiological, behaviorfl, and
therapeutic effects; however, one of the fastest developing segments of the
total effort Is that of EM dosimetry and absorption. The growth of this
subset of Investigation Is clearly seen In the comparison of the number of
papers (33 that addressed these questions In the Proceedings of the 1969
Richmond Symposium with the number of such presentations 117) given at the
1977 international Symposium at Alrlie, VA. The present report describes
progress since 1969 In the quentitative study of whole-body absorption of
electromagnetic energy. Also discussed is the current state-of-art In
dosimetry as well as same unanswered questions.

In the organization of this report, four major topics are considered
under each of four discrete time frames. The four major topics to be
considered within each period are: I) philosophical directives or overviews
given typically as a symposium Introductory presentation, a panel discussion,
or otherwise published In the ooen literature; 2) theoretical results that
represent progress In EI absorption and dosimetry; 3) experlmentai absorp-
tk..n and dosimetric results; and 4) Instrumentation, either developod or
made available, with spoecial usefulness in edvanaing the state-of-ert.
Emphasis is given to studies that have dealt with whole-body absorptlon of
EM energy In free-fleld conditions or in simulated free-field conditions.
Special attention Is also given tV the phenomenon of IM resonance absorption
in men and other biological systems. Discussion has been ilmited to slgni-
ficant or representative examples of progress In this field. For exacaple,
not all of the many analyses of IM absorption In a spherical model are
cited nor are all of the various temperature probes mentioned.

The time frames correspond to certain landmarks such as major symposia
on EM bloeffects. They are; I) 1969-73 which includes the Symposium on
Siological Effects and Health Implications of Microwave Radiation hold In
Richmond, Virginia, the 1971 IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory aord
Techniques, Special Issue on Biological Effects of Microwaeves, and the
International Symposium on the biologic Effects and Health Hazards of
Microwave Radiation held In Warsaw, Poland; 2) 1974-75 which Includes the
Conference on Biologic Effects of Nonlonlzing %adiatlon held In New York

and the 1975 Annual USNC/URSI meeting held In Soulder, Colorado; 3) 1976-

77 which Includes the 1976 Annual USNC/URSI meeting held In Amherst, Massa-

chusetts, and the 1977 international Symposium on the liologlcel Effects of

Electromagnetic Waves held in Airlie, Virginia; and 4) 1978 end beyond,

within which two recently concluded symposia are discussed, the 1978 Sympo-

sium on Electromagnetic Fields in 5iological Systems held In Ottawa, Canada,

and the Open Symposium on the Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Waves

held In Helsinki, Finland. To preserve coherento in chronology, results

initially presented at one of the major listed symposia will be Included In

the time frome containing the symposium and not in the time frame during

which the proceedings or other publicatlor, became available.



It witl be shown that considerable progress has been made since 1969
In EIq dosimetric know.;*e4 through improved experimental techniques and
tools, through systematic theoretical analyses, and in the adoption of a
consistent set of units of measure. This progress has fostered Increased
dosimetry In the description of nearly all other types of bloeffects researh
such t;0at the entire discipline Is, for the mst part, unified In terms of
Investigators providing either measured data or at least an approxlmetion
of the absorbed radiation as one of the Independent variables.

TIME FRAME 1969 - 1973

in this time period, there was a great reawakening In the orea of
electromagnetic (specifically microwave) biological effects. A number of
years had passed since th. lost Tri-Sorvice Progrm conference (62, 67);
public and governoental concern was growing with regard to the health
hazards of nonionling radiation, particularly In light of the disparity
between the U.S. and Russian exposure standard (10 %t/cm2 end 10 uW/cm2,
resp•ctively) and In reaction tv Soviet and Eastern European research
reports which were In disagreement with conclusions of the Tri-Service
Program. In essence, the time wee ripe for a vigorous pursuit of a compre-
hensive program In this area.

PHILOSOPHICAL OVERVIEW

At the time of the Richmond Symposium In 1969, a general tone of
uncertainty was evident In the ramrks of a number of participants (19,
27). Results from the Soviet literature lnd':eting bloeffacts of electro-
magnetic redlat;on (EMA) at thermally insignificant levels were pondered
and were considered to be sufficient evidence to warrant further work In
thIl country. The demarcatlon between thermal effects and nonthermal
effects was discussed from a number of viewpoints as were the possible
cumulative effects of nonlonizIng ra4ldation, but no solid consensus existed
a In the participants along these lines, and an obvious vold existed
between the requirements of administeri#g the newly enacted Radiation
Control for Mcalt.h and Safety Act of 1908 and the quantitative scientific
knowledge needed to support those requirements.

Fortunately, an attitude of cooperation in an International sense Was
nurture4 by mutual efforts by both Western and Eastern scientists to
resolve certain disparities that existed In philosophy, methodologies, and
results. A oonumoen to this progrsm of mutual cooperation was the 1973
Warsaw Symposium attended by scientists from twelve nations. In the pub-
lished proceed!nqs of this symposium are listed a number of conclusions and
rectvmendatIons that reflect a representative cross-section of the philosophy
of IM bloeffects as it existed In 1973 (4). Mang the recommendations
emenating from thq Warsaw Symposlum were calls fo• more International
coordination of research on the bfoioqlI effccts s;f microwesv radiatIon and
a call for further studies into such areas as low-level and cumulative
effects, cellular effects, and dosimetric, spatial analysis of CH absorption.
3y the end of 1973, It was apparent that %ome of the barriers to Interna-
ticnal cooperation in bloeffects. specifically those s~parealng the Eastern
and Western cotntrles, were being broken down.
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THECORETI CAL RE SULTS

At the ornt of the 1960's the theoretical predictions of EM absorption
by biological systems was limited to a simple slab model and the absorption
cross-section studies of Anne (3) who used mis's (63) solution for E14
scmtering by a sphere. These theoretical bases were Inadequate In several
areas. for Instance, the slab model of a biological system predicted enly
a sir&qpiistic surface absorption that was deemed biologically unimportant
for frequencies above 3000 1mM: (71), and the scattering cross-section
analysis did not explicitly qu.antify the total average energy absorption¶ of
the spherical model. It was soon to be thoorettcally shown for curved
bodies with physiological properties that the Internal CM4 absorption for
certain wavelengths was much higher than that predicted by the simple slab
model (416).

In later studies of the overall average energy absorption by the
physiological sphere, a broad, frequency dependent, absorption peak was
predicted by the Mi.e solution (65). A study of a hqad-sized spherical
model showed Internal concentrations of absorbed energy (72). and many
theoretical and experimental studies of th. head absorption problem were
Iintiated after these results ware publishad. One Important early result
In theoretical dosimetry was by Lin' and cowrkers who studied a spherical
model of man irra~iated by a plane wave (57). Although man Is obvIously
root a physiological sphere, this study was the first to extrapolate overall
absorption values to a man modal for frequencies between I and 20 M~tz.
Notwithstanding the limitations In frequency and In the asaumed model, that
paper (57) served as the starting point for rimny extrapolation studies.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Very few experimental dosimetric results existed before 1969, and the
state-cf-art In this area was rather crude at the time of the Richmond
Syinpoeum. The uneven nature of microwave-Induct d heating was, studied by
Poxos ar~d cowrkers, using water or water-based loads and mwercury theroi.m-
Stars (69). $saill* at al. used a mechanIcally driven thermocouple needle
to plot tt'r Microwave dlsslpatlon within a dog's eye and within VOL-lOUS eYS
models (9). A notable early experiment was performed by Justesen and King
(53). the average whole-body temperature rise of various phantom models was
used to quantify the "absorbed dose", of microwave energy. All Investigators,
were eventually urged to Incorporate some description of the "absorbed
dose' first proposed and used by lustesen and King.

Later, another powerful tool, the thermographic Imaging Systems was
Introduced Into the area of EM dosimetry. guy wood this method to study
the energy distribution in tissue-equivalent phantom materials (38). These
artificili tissoes simulatod living material In term: of electrical proper-
ties for the range of frequenci oeing considered, and use of the thernmegr-
phic Imaginig system permitted the simultaneous two-dimensional analysis of
the amount and distribution of the absorbed m"icrowave energy. This imitial
publication by Guy end a companion paper by Mo, Guy, and others cliarly
showed the differential heating pattern% caused by ditferent wavelenmgths

idby various microwave applicators for simulated fat/e'muscle, configurations
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(38, 43). In a later, very comprehensive, paper by Johnson end Guy (46),
the Initial thermograptlc results were reviewed, and thermogrpi!ic evidence
was used to shc, undesirable features of using metallic electrodes In
lrr&dlated preparations. The poesence of such metal electrodes was seen to
cause large armunts of heating in nearby tissue. Introduction of relatively
simple phantom materials and use of thermograms were major edvancements in
ekperimental dosimetry, and a rapid development nf this field followed.

INSTRUMENTATION OEVELOPMENT

The development of measuring equipment particularly suited for EM
bloeffects studies was under way before 1969. Caopuchettes discussed
several microwave leakage measuring devices at the 1969 Richmond Symposium
(28). Wacker (75) and Bowman 915) presented studies of the theoretical and
practical aspects of mraesring hazardous microwave fields (76). The Nard&
8100 series electromagnetic radiation survey meter was Introduced by Asian
In 19)0, and this Instrument Is still In use today typically as a microwave
%eakage detector (5, 6). A Nord@ broadband, Isotropic power monItur useful
from 0.3 to 18 GNz was Introudced by Asian in 1972 (7). Another Isotropic
microwave power density meter developed at the National Bureau of Standards
(NOS) was described by Bowman In 1973 (16). UnlIke the comrerclally avail-
able Ward. probes, the NIS units were produced an a very smell scale with
limited availability. The early dc-veiopment of these probes In the United
States permitted a high degree of standardization In the incident field
pariweters of subsequent EM bloeffects studies.

SUMMARY

This period (1969-1973) was a time of consolidation of thought In the
United Statos concerning CM hazards and It was a time when a r•nsiderable
amount of groundwork was achieved In absorption and dosimetry. These
Initial accomplishrents paved the way foe a more rapid rate of progress In
this area.

TIME FRAPmE 1974 - 1975

During this time Interval of only two years, the volume of research on
the biologic effects of nnnioniing radiatlo.. was substantially larger than
thjt undertaken during the previous time frame of 5 years. Two ma;or
meeetings on the topic were held In the United :totes during 1974 and 1975;
they were sponsored by the Nw York Academy of Sciences sod by the United
States National CommiLtee of the International Union of Radio Science,
respectively. Certails amounts of structure and of differentlatIor In the
overall field of electromagnetic bloeffects evolved during these years.
Typically, experimental work becawm classified under .tch categories as
behavioeal, sensory, and develowmentea; moreover, [N dosimetry was also
elevated to the status of a major subdivision of the field. The two con-
ferences had a total of twenty-two presentations on dosifetry that were
eventually published, and many of the citations to be listed In this sc-
tion are to be found In the public&tlons reiulting from these conferenceS.



PHIILOSOPHICAL OVCRVIEW

The general philosophdy presented during this period concerned admoni-
tions to contlinue the good work already started and established the Impor-
teo-ce of dosimstric analysis in all EM bloefferts experiments (5o). Tyler
acknowledged the progress in the area of electromaqnetic field measurements
and stated that "the prospects for nonionlilng radiation research tere
never more promising . . . *" (74). Guy stressed the need to establish a
quantitative data base for the evaluation of EM hazards. He also listed
the standardization of techniques for free-space C-end H-field measurements
and for absorbed power density determinations In tissue as high-priority
items (39).

The Increasing emphasis on dosimetric analysis was seen in several
papers published in 1975. Johnson stated that all bloeffects studies
should include either direct measurements of the EM absorption of a subject
or complete Information as to the external field configuration such that
the internal CM absorption could be approximated using extrapolation tech-
niques that were (and still are) being developed (48). Precision In dosi-
metric terminology and agreement on usage became a subject of lively
interest. Such terms as "absorbed power density," "absorbed energy dose,"
or "mIcrowave dose rate!' were gradually replaced by specific absorption
rate (SAR) in watts per kilogram as the accepted parameter of EN absorption
(40, 54. 73). Use of specific absorption rate is fraught with several
problems, as pointed out by Justesen; nevertheless, Its use Is, by row,
nearly universal.

THEORETICAL RESULTS

During this period, theoretical work under the heading of absorpt'on
and dusimetry can be classified Into three categories: 1) analysis using
standard shapes such as spheres and cylinders, 2) analysis of the prolate
spheroid, amn 3) analysit of a more-or-less human shaped model. Representa-
tive papers of theoretical work uising the spherical model Include oso by
Veil (77) analyzing a multilayered sphere and another by KrItIkos and
Schwan (S6) depicting the heating potential in lassy spheres. Theoretical
analysis of an Irradiated, layered cylindrical model with Irregular cross-
section was given by No (44). Theoretical dosimetry uslng the prolate
spheroid mode! was Initiated at the University of Utah. The Utah model
represented an improvement over spherical models, but the mathematical
techniques involved in prolate spheroid analysis limited the frequency
raer'g to wavelengths that were long as compared to the size of the i-radiated
msodes. For the men-sized model, the highest frequency for which the results
were valid wee about 30 flHZ (29, 49). The studies clearly showed that both
orientation and frequency were major fact Ps of IN absorptlon in this
frequency range. The total average absorption in the man-sized model was
seen to rise sharply with frequency and was highest whoen the long axis of
the spheroid was parallel to the incident electric field. Previous Mie
solutions of spherical models had shown a similar frequency dependence at
long wavelengths; moreover, the Msie theory predicted the existence of a
frequency of maximum averaqe absorption by the physiological sphere (46).
This so-called resonant frequency of abforption was being observed experi-
mentally In various laboratories (see nevt section); therefore, a more



refined mathimmatical technique caoled "the extended boundary cotidftion
"method" (ESCM) was used at the University of Utah to theoretically show the
existence of such a peak In the prolate spheroid model (10). Because of
several weaknesses in the Initial EBCI solutions. only a qualitative corre-
spondence could be applied to the man-sized spheroid as to SAA at resonance,
but the validity of the prolate spheroid model became firtly established In
terms of extrapolation to actual animals such as man, primates, and rodents.

Work from Michigan State University was presented In .?75 showlrn
absorption In a simple biocK model of Pmn Irradiated by a plane wave"(21).
The tensor Integral equation method ws used to show El absorption for
frequencies up to 500 M~z. The usefulness of the Initial block model of
man was rather Ilmitod, but a resonant absorption frequency was observed
for the model te approximately the same place that the CICD predicted
resonance.

Ily the end of 1975, eamphasis was noticably shifting toward the study
of man-related models ard away from analyses of Isolated spheres and cyl in-
dere. Theoretical doslmetry, In a short time, had become an Important part
of bloeffects research, and the pratlca of extraplulatlng absorption para-
meters from a given model to an actual living system Is still widespread.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

in early 1974, experimental dosImetry was trailing theoretical work,
but the order was reversed by che end of 1975. The offticts of orientation
and frequency on EA• absorption were first observed In rats a"d rat models
where aignment of the rat's long axis with the Incident electric field (R-
orientation) shuwqd the strongest average absorption for certain frequencies.
PhWllips and coworkers found differences In absorption baled on the type of
system used, either cavity Irradiation or free-spece Irradiation (68).

,andhi's Initial publication on orientation end absorption gave the
power absorbed versus frequency for three orthogonal orientations of the
subject in a stripline Irradiation system (33). A peak IN absorption for
E-orlentat.n was seen at a wavelength of approximately twice that of the
subject's •ong axis. Absorption peaks w*re also seer for the other two
orientations (N-orientation and K-orienration), but the magnitude of these

peaks was only about a tenth of that for f-orientation. These lower peaks

both occurrqO at higher frequencies than those observed for the E-orientation
absorption peak. Althwugh Gandhi's Initial paper dealt exclusively with

rats and rat modols e*d although Its major results were of a quaoltetlve
nature, the coftr'butlon represented a significant advance In the unde-stand-

ing of EM aI.sorption In uole-body systems. From that paper (33), valuable

inform*tior could be directly applied to the EM hazard problem such as the

worst-case 'requency and orientation for hulan exposure.

In a series of later papers. Gandhi and coworkers presented mare
experimental evidence relardlin the nature of resonsnce EM absorption In
man and *ni.1s (34 - 36). it was shown that the worst-case resonant
absorption frequency for the average human was about 70 Mlaz In the absence
of groumd-plane effetcts. For a grounded subject, the resonant frequency



was half the original value. Average worst-case absorption for a 10 m W/Cm'•
incident power density was dete'mined to be sliqhtly over 2 I//kg for the
average person. A disturbing aeature in Gandhi's data was the very high
neck heating observed in the figurine models. A specific absorption rate
of 60 W/kg was predicted for the neck in a full-sited human at resonance
with a 10 Wh/cM' Incident level. For the grounded worst-case s'tuation,
the ankil regions were the regions of strongest absorption (15-17 WJ/kg at
10 mr/cm ).

Prior to this time, experimental dosimetric work had been started by
the Air Force at te School of Aerotpece Medicine, Brooks Air force Base,
Texas. Some of the initial results were reported at the New York Academy
of Science meeting (i). A notable early contribution was seen in a paper
by Allen and coworkers (2) In which they presented experimental verification
of the theoretical woric with a prolate spheroid. They used a large parallel-
plate transmission system capable of Irradiating live monkey subjects at
frequencies up to 50 MHz. It was experimentally deduced that changing the
shoulder orientation of the monkeys (either side-to-side or front-to-back
with respect to wove propagation) produced significant differences In
average absorption. This deduction caused some emphasis to be remo'ed from
ihe prolate spheroid model and placed on an ellipsoidal model of man for
more realistic theoretical rezults. In this Ir0stanca, experimental results
were leadinig the way for theoretical work.

Most of the results mentioned In this section were to be modified to
some extent in ensuing years, but the basic features of the human-related
absorption parameters established during this time frame are Intact todav.
Although the initial Indications of neck heotlng appear to have been too
high, total absorption for an averaee person in worst-case free-field
conditions at apprlmetely 80 So i is still estimated to be between 2 and

3 W/kg at 10 MW/cm .

INSTRAW4NTATI ON DIVEL0PIr'NT

Three notable developAents It. lnstrumeretation surfaced during the

years of 197Is and 1975. First, a temperature probe usable In a microwave

environment was developed at the University of Utah (4s, 58, 70). This

device consisted of a liquid crystal sensio combined with an optical fiber

cowunication link such that no conductive material was Incorporated Into

the measuring element. P.-ototypes of this temperature probe were used In

several laboratories throughout the United States with relatively good
success, and the device is now commiercially available. Another instrwment

usino an optical transmission link was a miniature, Isotropic field probe

developed during this period at the Bureau of Wa1iologcal Health 412, 21,).

The first version of the probe was usawle from ahout I to 10 gigahertz and

could be Implanted in either real or simulated tissue to Pwabure Internal

fields. While initially very premising, the probes, unfortunately, have

not been fabricated In a quantity to make them commercially avallaule at

this time. modifications and improvements to the basic design of the

device have been made., and work Is under way to attempt comierclil rroduction.

A third instrumentation development came from Narda In the form of an

Isotropic, low-frequency, H-field radiation monitor with an orthogonal loop

array that was useful from 10 to 300 M14z (8).
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SW•4PMY

It Is easily Inferred from looking at the advances in knowledge of
just the dosimetric aspects of EM bloorfects research that great strides
had been made dur'ng these two years (1974-1975). The art hlad progressed
from knowledge of only spherical absorption to a knowledge of the basic
featuras of EM %ýsorptlon In man. A major task remained in getting others
in the field to utilize the dosimetrIc tools that had been provided end to
standardize the use of dosimetry in other types of irradiation experiments.

TIME FRAME 1976 - 1977

During those years, the study of electromagnotic bloffects grem to be
a significant branch of scientIfic endeavor as stho at two mejor scientific
meetings. First was the 1976 Annual Meeting of USNC/UMSI, which convened
October 1I-I5 In Aherst on the campus of the University of Massachusetts.
Second was the 1977 International Symposium on the Biological Effects of
Electromagnetic Waves, which was heod October )O-November 4 at Airlie,
Virginia. The schedules of both of these meetings were full, and the
attendance was heavy; more then three hviodred persons attended the Alrlie
Symposium. More coorperatlon appeared to be evident between East and West
during this period. American scientists in EM bloeffects visited Soviet
research laboratories, and a number of Russian and East European scientists
attended the 1977 symposium.

PHILOSOPHICAL OVERVIW

As viewed by leaders In the field, the area or EM bloeffects was
advancing steadily, but It was feared that continued support of research
might not be maintained by various oencies of the U.S. Government (55).
These leaders pointed with pride to eccomplshments of recent years In EM
dosmetry, therapeutic hyperthermla, and in greater understanding of the
mlcroweve-hoarln effect. in his keynote address to the 1977 International
sloeffects Symposium, C.C. Johnson listed many of the cpottibutlons in this
area attained through interdlsciplinas'y and International cooperation (51).
Unfortunateiy, the sclentifict community was to lose the guidinl force of
C.C. Johnson soon after the 1977 meeting, for he was stricken with cancer
and 41ed aely in 1978.

A new feature with respect to the study of EM blooffects was devel-
oping during this period. It was the publication of information on EM
bloeffocts by journalists In the news media and popular press (18).
Public policy makers became concerned, and research data, especall)y results
indicating effects, were given a high degree of public visibility. Some
researchers were asked tn Interpret scientific date and to provide conclu-
sions that could be readily undL rioto by the public. This-forced 4ttenot
to prematurely drew broad conclusions from Inadequate data led to differlin
opinions from reputable scientists and to some polerlition ameng r~sparcIers.
It was obvious that much of this pu61fg debate could have beem prevented If
all the published bioloqical qxperiments•tld eaen done with adequate doelitry,
and this fact provided a stlfm uu In theorstr'teal.and exiperlmntsl doslmetry
to develop practical rethods and *xperlmnntal guldel-Ings that could be
readily applied by all scientists to enhanceih validity of their results.
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11MPAETICAL A1SULMI

IMansIons of InMWladge i3 theoretical IM absorption ad dosinetry
CtieInued unabated during this Ferloc. Tho initial work In calculating
absrptlop in a prolate spheroid biologicel mudu! for long wavelengths was
expanded Into a handbok which was widely *istrlbutt~d (45., 52). The
handbook 9,ve the who•e-body average SAf to be expected In many models,
ranging frm Insect ;..p&e to man, for frequencies below resonance. Long-
wavelength theoretical solutlens were also found for IM absorption in an
ellipsoidal model of san (59 - 61), and progress was reported In using the
extended boundary condition method ((SCi) to predict absorption !n spheroidal
models at frequencles of resonance absorptIon (11).

Theoretical studies of EN absorption in realistic men models also
sh0wed significant progress. The original block model of a man used by
Chen and cow-kaers at Mischigon State University (20, 21, 23) waes maea more
realistic, and the published results (22) showed a good correspondence to
experiments. doelmety result, obtained primarily In 2andh;ls laboratory.
Also during this time, theoretical work on a realistic men model was started
at the University of Utah. The moment method of analysis was used on a
highly real stics mode., and aft initial report (4,2) showed consistency with
"uperimental results, with the dosimetry handbook (45), and with Chentb work
(22). During %.s5 period, the thaeretical study of EM absorption and doslietry,
for the most pert, caught up with the progresh that expe 1mental studies
had brought. Probably the most significant development was the introduction
of the ftadlofroqmotcy Radiation Doslmotry Handbook (45). Even thogh this
first edition was rattar limited In the spectr-m of frequencies used, the
nandbook represented a needed first step in unifying and solidifying the
use of douimetric analysis I" all 9H bloeffects experiments.

(XPERIMENTAL AESULTS

in 197b and 1i77, the number of contributions in oxperl•,ental EM
dosluctry was not ai large as during the previous two years. important
results w, re obtained, yet the overall volume of activity seemed to gecline.
Gandhi and coworkert pursued the study of absorption In eninais and in
figurine models of man to show how the presence of ground planes and
reflectors affected the overall absorption picture (37). Gandhl's data
shuwoed that considerable enhancement In IM absorption takes place when the
subject is either conductively grounded or is In the vicinity of large,
conducting reflectors. This enhancemet of absorption over the freeaSpace
situation ranged from a factor of two for a simple grounded subJect to a
!actor of mornv that, te,. for a subject located near a corner reflector.

Cr0v' and G*y used a cavity Irradiation system and a thermographic
cm'ra to sP',e absorpt'cn patterns In scalod models of wan for frequencies
above resonance (25). At 1)8 "Mr specific abs-irptlon rates as high as 18

W/'.j wqr* shto~ to occur In 1oeaslized reglios of the body for exposures at
10 W / Ce 2 . The neck, ankles, and wrists were seen to be aress of high

absorotioEr at 198 1,4. At frt-cuencles above resonanre, the total e•vra0e

SAR was reduced, but their data showed localized resonances at frequencies

a4,bove whole-body resonance.
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At the 1977 ;1ternstional bloeoffectb symposium, Olson presented doll-
metric results obtained In a full-sixed phantom model of a Ronm (65S). In
this full-sixod model irradlatsd In the far sone, at 1.29 G~z, absorption
was shown to be essentially a front-surface affect. The averageW t tI
ab~orption calculated for the man-phantom was 0.31 W/kg for 1 0 17,jt and
this value agreed well with theoretical predictions presented at the
saoe symposium.

Perhaps the single most Important contribution of experimental dos-
Imetry during this period was the finding of localized resonances In various
parts mf the body~where the thermal burden of Irradiation could be dangerous
even at 10 mW./cm' Incident Intensities. These findings prompted the serious
con'siderat ion of the 10 m*1/cm2t safety standard by scientists In this area,
especially those who were also members of the American Ntational Standards
Institute (ANSI) ccqi~lttee charged "ith the evaluation of the validity of
that safety standard.

INSTRWIENTATIOW 01VIELOPIED

rho development of Instrumentation specifically desbigned for use In
the Irradiation of biological systems or models continued at a rapid pace
In 1976 and 1977. The miniature Implantable field probe, previously
"noted, was further developed (13). towmen reported the development of a
unique temperature probe that had conductlve yet highly resistive leads
(17). Ily the end of 1977, It was announced that this tem~perature probe was
commsercially available.

Other temiperature probes were presented at the 1977 laternetIonai
symposium. Amoang these were a galiwe arstrinde/optical fiber device Intro-
duced by Christenson (26), and an Inexnpensive nonmetallic thermocouple
probe described by Olsen and Molina (6's). Deficl, and PrIoa also Intro-
duced a norsperturbing temperature, probe In 1977, based on optical reflection
from a volume of dielectric material (31).

Progress was mude In other areas using existinq technology. Accurate
wfioie-body absorption meaaurwsents ware reported by UIlcksmen and Blockt
using a Oewar-fiask calorimeter (1's); twln-weii and gradient-layer calori-
meters were also ised In this application. A ne.srinetallic slectrode system
for recording EtI and CCG was Introduced by Fienigan and coworkers (32).
The various types and sources of Instruinentetion developed during this
poric~d show that mtch effort was being exp~rsdcd to place EN bloeffects
research on a firm quantitative basis with respect to the asou~nt of absorbed
energy used In experiments.

TheAR advances In EM bloeffects dosimfetry durinq this nseriod (1576 - 1977)

provided much of the ecwhiologIcai gro~unowvork on which to build a quent its-
tive date base that any Investigator could easily use. Th'g progress was
very timely corisidar~ng the, rise of p~ibllc %crutImy In the field that
devmjndo careful attention to r*ekearch desig~n and mwtho~J%.



TIME FRAME 1978 and iEYOND

Progress In the dosimetry of Irradiated biological systems Is steadily
advancing. ftslmetric tools available today are much more sophisticated
than they were five years ego, and there Is reason to expect that future
progress In the are will outstrip that seen since 1969. Two mijor symposs
in EN bloeffects were held during 1978; the first was the 1978 Symposium on
Electromagnetic Fields In Biological Systems held In Ottawa, Canada on June
27-30, aeol the second meeting was the Open Symposium on the Biological
Effects of Electromagnetic Waves he'd at the XIX General Assembly of the
International Union of Radio Science In Helsinki, Finland on August I-8.
Much of the material to be presented In this section concerning the current
status and future direction of research in EM absorptlon and dosietry was
obtained directly from the participants of these two symposi,

PHILOSOPHIICAL OVERVIEW AND OUrLOOK

A new society was formed In 1978 to meet the needs of the expanding
area of EM bloeffects research. The rhew group called Itself The Iloelectro-
magnetics Society, and Initial response to It has been positive. One
function of the new society will obviously be the orderly dispensation of
philosophical guidance t.o organize, unify, and stimulate progreV In the
area.

Of growing Interest at this time is the validity of the 10 W/cm2

safety standard at or near the whole*-body resonant frequency for man.
Another evaluation of te safety standard by ANSI Is to be completed in
197t, and the dosimetrlc results obtained over the past few years will play
an important role in thli process.

THEORETICAL RESULTS AND EXPECTATIONS

The second edition of the Redlofrequency RIdiatlon Doslmetry Handbook
was availablo by the time of the Ottawa symposium (30). The new edition Is
much more conprehensive than the original handbook. It covers frequencies
up to 100 Guiz for most prolate spheroid models. Also given are data
regarding metabolic rates of man and animals along with heat-rosponse
calculations. An empirical formula Is presented along with Instructions as
to Its use that .,lows calculation of the average (M absorptlon for b:olo-
gical models of given senimiejor and samiminor axes dimensions, It Is
expected that large use will be made of the revised dosimetry handbook.
The future direction of the handbook project Is towards the study of near-
field conditions. /

Theoretical techniques for calcula;ing EI absorption In realistic
moe models have been undergoing modification. Whereas past studies have
discrete blocks In the models, limitations n cmputing hardware have
redirected future work toward using solids fci revolution or horizontal
slab/slice models for higher frequency analysis. Work in this area should
produce results of theoretical men-model absorptlonq-!f up to 2450 M4Hz In
the near future.



£XPEtRIKEWTAL RESULTS AND EXPECTATIONS

fs'ieerimental work currently under way considers such things as measured
effects of head resonance in the rvt and some discrepancies with the prolate
spheroid analysis. Measureiments Indicate an overall average SAR of 3.6
W/kg at 10 MW/cm2 at the resonant absorption frequency (41); whereas, tht
current handbook (30) values show less than 3 V/kg for a similar prolate
spheroid. Yet another consideration with respect to the hazards of absorp-
tion is that measurements have been made In soull, homogeneous models that
do not Incorporate any Internal structures. It could be that the presence
of bones ur of other tissue structures within the actual man would produce
more exaggerated constrictions In reality then are now modeled. It Is
known that Constrictions In cross-sectlon tend to produce areas of high FM
absorption, and a worst-case condition might exist that has not been appro-
priately modeled yet. For reasons such as these, future studies of the
full-sized man model at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
will inc'orporate simulated bones within the model In order to model IM
absorption as closely as possible, especially in the areas of known hot
spott.

In the area of EA absorption thermogrephy, the resolution and qual!ty
of obtainable date are Increasing. It Is currently possible to show the
EM-Induced heating of such small structures as an Insect's leg (66); In the
future moea magnification will become available such that sell, Irradiated
blood vessels can be thermally Imaged In vivo, and perhNs single living
cells can be resolved. hlcruscopic, tarnraphlc analysis Is needed In
support of tumor-hyparthermsi studies and of Interaction mechanism research.
Much of the EM absorption work t-Ing conducted row on the macrnscoplc
whole-body scale ilII be corducted on the microscopic scale when the Measure-
ment toois are sufficiently refined.

It4STRUMCNTATION AVAILABILITY, NOW ANO PROJECTED

There are currently available to researchers a wide variety of dosl-
metric Instruments with which to pursue quantitative analysis. For whole-
body absorption measurements there are now gradient layer calorimeters as
well as Dewar-flask units. At least two nonperturbing temperature probes,
the liquid crystal optical fiber probe and the four-lead high reslitance
device, are comercially available. larda Microwave Company recently
Introduced an Isotropic, broadband power monitor usable to 26 G94a.

Slated for commercial production, but not yet widely available, 4ro
the miniature, 3-axis, Imolantable field probe developed at the bureau of
kadioloqical Health and the tiny semiconductor/optic fiber temperature
probe developed at the University of Utah. Other naw devices and/or
t.chmiques are in various stages of planning or development such thdt the
horizon is full of prospective Imstruwtnts. As long as strong enphsis Is
nofntelned on the acquisltion ,f quantitative data for all EM bloeffects
studles, the development of more And better Instrunants will be assured.
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CONCLUS IONS/RECCMCqENDATI ONS

Since 1969, steady progress in EM dosimetry his been accomplished In
many areas. In the review of literature It was repeatedly seen that
philosophy, theory, experiment, and apparatus were closely coupled. The
rapid expansion of knowledge In this area Is a tribute to the system of
communication and cooperation that has evolved In bloeffects research.
Dosimetry and the knowledge of EN absorption have advanced principally
because of the emphasis that was placed on the quantitative aspects of
experimental results.

Auch still remains to be studied in this field, for most of the tabu-
lated doimetrIc results are still given in generalized terms, tuch as
"total average SAl" for a given situation or In other terms like "neck SARI'
and "ankle SAR."1 Terms such as these are of only limited usefulness because
"total average SARI" gives no informatlon as to possible concentra Itons of
energy deposition In the body, and "neck SAW' gives no Informetlon as to
possible concentrations of absorption In the various tissues comprising the
neck. It is seen that a much higher resolution of the absorption picture
is needed to adequately quantify the absorption of Irradiation. To provide
the Improved resolution, realistic adult and child sized models should be
used in large transmission systems or in Irradiation chambers. The phantoms
should incorporate many different tissues and structures, possibly Including
muscle, fat, bone, internal organs, end cavities. Doslmetrlc data for
frequencles of whole body resonance and higher should be obtained from a
number of locations throughout known regions of high tM absorption (36). The
number of locations measured should be such that Intervals no larger than
one-half of the tissue wavelength are maintained throughout the three-
dimenslonal region of Interest.

The conditions that have been shown to significantly Increase EM
absorption should be closely studied. Conducting ground planes and certain
reflector plates are quite common In practical situations, end high-resolu-
tion dosimetrlc data should be obtained using grounded models and using
reflector-type Irradiation systems.

As the use of sit tromagnetic energy continues to grow In such areas
as electronic warfare. cancer therapy, the solar p.w'r satellite, atc.,
our knowledge of the biological effects of nonlonizlng radiation must also
grow to provide a sound rationale for enviornmental and personal protection
and to simultaneously utilize such radiation to its maximum possible benefit.
The outlook for future benefits based on expended knowledge Is bright. The
rate of future successes, however, depends upon the continued high-level of
cannunlceation and cooperation that has been established.

(3
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